
Mothers Day

Craft



Supply List for Mothers Day

Flowerpot Craft

Print and cut out FlowerPot, flowers, leaves and

greeting on cardstock paper.  

If you want the flowerpot a different color. Use a

brown or blue piece of paper for the flower pot

instead of the white.

Picture of your child

 craft stick painted green

18-inch piece of ribbon 1/4 inch wide

Bright Multicolored pom poms- 1/2 inch wide

Washable tempera paint green and color for the

handprint

paper punch

tacky glue

scissor



Use the washable tempera point to create your child's

handprint on a piece of white cardstock.  Let it dry and

then cut out the handprint

Paint the craft stick green and let it dry

Cut out the flowerpot, leaves, flowers, and greeting.

Cut or punch out the circle in the middle of the flower

and place the picture of your child behind the circle.

Secure with scotch tape. 

Attach the flower and leaves to the green craft stick

with the glue. Set aside to dry. Add the back to the

Flower.

Add pom-poms around the edge of the picture using tacky

glue. 

Glue the Happy Mothers Day card to the front of the

flower pot or use dimensionals to pop it out from the

flowerpot. 

GLue the handprint to the inside of the flowerpot or use

dimensional to pop it out. 

Glue the Craft Stick to the inside of the flower pot. 

Punch a hole on either side of the rim of the flowerpot.

Insert and tie the ribbon as shown in the picture or video.. 

Make Mother's Day extra special with this adorable

flower in a flowerpot.

 

Instructions



d a heading

Print on

colored 

paper

for a

colored

flower

pot.

Or

color

the

flower

pot with

crayons

or

markers.



FrontSide of Flower

Back Side of Flower



Frontside of Flower

Back Side of Flower



Enough Leaves for

 4 flowers



Happy

Mothers

Day

Happy

Mothers

Day

Happy

Mothers

Day

Happy

Mothers

Day


